
Walk-to-work and
accommodation solutions

Capabilities
Accommodation for high & low POB
High onboard comfort and safety
Top level station keeping
High fuel efficiency
Flexibility to provide additional
marine services simultaneously

Maersk Supply Service provides solutions for walk-to-work (WTW) and accommodation in diverse offshore
environments. From multi-purpose field support, to SPS compliant accommodation for up to 120 personnel,
our solutions are customised to meet individual operation requirements.

Vessel: Maersk Involver

Type: SSV

Accommodation: 120 single cabins

WTW System: Ampelmann E1000

Access Height: 13.0 - 27.9 m

Vessel Size: 137.0 x 27.0 m

Station Keeping: ERN 99.99.99.99

Dynamic Positioning: DP3

Comfort: DNV V2C2 compliant

A Stable Platform in Harsh Weather
Maersk Supply Service has more than 15 years of experience welcoming and managing
additional personnel and contractors onboard our vessels. We take an open and
proactive approach to safety to ensure all parties onboard collaborate effectively.

Our I-class subsea support vessels are equipped with the highest station keeping
capabilities as well as high power capacity and efficient power management systems.
This allows for an increased operational window while performing walk-to-work duties,
maintaining stability and reliability even in harsh weather conditions.

Beginning in July 2018, we have provided walk-to-work and accommodation services for
80 turbine electricians during a three-month maintenance campaign in the North Sea,
where we operated in excess of four meter seas.

Customer Feedback
"Without doubt Involver is the most stable platform I have had the pleasure operating from.  Deck space for
containers is excellent and affords the operations to have dedicated waste, materials and mobilisation areas.
Having just spent the past 18 months on an OSV in the UK North Sea, the increased stability has led to zero
technicians with 'sea sickness' and a greater operational window. Crane facilities are of the highest order and
negates the requirement to hire in mobile cranes on port call."



Maersk Supply Service - Provider of vessels and full service solutions to the energy sector

Maersk Supply Services is a leading provider of global offshore marine
services. We bring more than 50 years of hands-on marine experience
from vessel operations on a global scale, serving a broad range of
clients in the energy sector.

Our Integrated Solutions division delivers full service solutions, which
include scoping, planning, subcontracting and execution of marine
projects as well as access to in-house cost-competitive vessels with
competent and experienced crew that meet the highest standards of
quality and safety.

Safe hands. Sound business.

Vessel: Maersk Tracker

Type: AHTS

Accommodation: 12 personnel

WTW System: Uptime

Access Height: 16.5 - 25.5 m

Vessel Size: 73.2 x 20.0 m

Dynamic Positioning: DP2

Comfort: DNV V2C2 compliant

A Collaborative Solution for Multi-Purpose Support
Maersk Supply Service collaborates with its customers to find the right solution for
project needs. Maersk Tracker began providing rig support and marine supply duties to
multiple platforms in the Danish North Sea in December 2017. With the vessel already
present at the field, Maersk Supply Service worked together with its customer to
develop a solution to expand our offering and deliver greater value.

The purpose was to increase safety and efficiency for technicians accessing unmanned
platforms. Through modifying the vessel with the addition of a gangway, FRC and
accommodation module, as well as supplementary training of the crew, the capabilities
of Maersk Tracker were expanded to provide accommodation and walk-to-work services,
while continuing to provide rig support and marine supply duties.

Key Benefits

Cost savings from employing one multi-purpose vessel instead of multiple specialised vessels

Increased efficiency being tailored to the team of technicians and platforms that the vessel supports

Improved safety and operational window for transfer of offshore technicians
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